It’s Time to Move Beyond Traditional
Supplier Discovery Processes with
SAP® Ariba® Discovery
Whether your business needs t-shirts for a corporate team-building event, unique packaging for promotional items, or specialty foods for a themed customer meeting, one-oﬀ purchases will always be part of
your spend. Unfortunately, the process of ﬁnding a supplier has traditionally been:

Nonstrategic due to poor
information quality

Time consuming

Resource intensive

As a result, buyers often make suboptimal decisions about trading partners.

Introducing a Faster, More Eﬃcient Supplier
Discovery Method
The SAP® Ariba® Discovery solution matches business buyers with qualiﬁed suppliers from all over
the world. Buyers post their procurement needs in a matter of minutes, receive and compare bids from
relevant suppliers, and award their business – all in a one-stop shopping experience. No online searches
or product catalogs are required. With SAP Ariba Discovery, buyers can quickly make one-oﬀ purchases
while discovering suppliers that are ready to build long-term sourcing relationships.

Quick facts about SAP Ariba Discovery

>4
>2 million
million

20,000

suppliers in the network

product and service
categories

>US$5 billion

Multiple

in buyer postings

languages and currencies

• 80,000 diverse suppliers
• 34,000 green suppliers

Better Yet, Access to
SAP Ariba Discovery
Is Free

SAP Ariba Discovery is a free business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce
solution designed for all buyers. If you already use the SAP Ariba
Sourcing solution for strategic sourcing, you can directly access
SAP Ariba Discovery from your sourcing solution.

Buyers Expect a Consumer-Grade E-Commerce
Experience
Business buyers are increasingly turning to B2B e-commerce sites to procure goods. Yet, consumer
e-commerce experiences are changing buyers’ expectations of commercial sourcing sites.

Simplify One-Oﬀ Sourcing With Better Spend
Visibility and Sourcing Control

Despite your best eﬀorts, employees sometimes buy items outside of your strategic
sourcing program. When employees make
these one-oﬀ purchases, your company has
no visibility into spend, supplier qualiﬁcations,
or product quality. But that doesn’t mean
these purchases are beyond your control.

Standard "three-bidsand-a-buy" opportunities
are less problematic and
allow you to maintain
compliance in your
sourcing process.

SAP Ariba Discovery automatically matches
your business buyers with qualiﬁed global
suppliers. This solution not only helps
employees get the goods they need quickly
at a lower cost, but it also improves your
company’s sourcing visibility and control.

All the Supplier Information You Need – at Your Fingertips

A powerful matching algorithm matches buyers’ needs with detailed supplier proﬁles. Buyers
can review these proﬁles to learn more about vendor capabilities, credentials, and qualiﬁcations before
making a purchase. To manage what suppliers see, buyers can update their listing information, such as
company name, product and service categories, ship-to and service locations, and current product or
service needs.

Deeper Buying Insight Improves Spend Control
SAP Ariba Discovery, part of the SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing solutions, can provide
the insights necessary to develop a complete sourcing strategy. It makes it simpler
to eﬀectively manage all spend on one integrated platform and gain operational
eﬃciencies.

Streamlined Supplier Discovery for B2B Buyers
Using SAP Ariba Discovery for one-oﬀ purchases oﬀers signiﬁcant business beneﬁts including:
Faster, simpler access

to millions of relevant
suppliers

Lower cost, thanks to

more supplier bids for buyers
to compare

Greater cost savings
for your buying events

Learn More
Try SAP Ariba Discovery today or visit us online.
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Higher supplier
quality for reduced risk

Enhanced visibility and
control over one-oﬀ purchases

